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The values of the chromatic and achromatic number, point- and line-con- 
nectivity, and point independence number of the lexicographic product of two 
graphs are examined in relation to the values of the respective parameters on the 
factor graphs. 
For i = 1, 2, let Gi = (Vi , Xi) be graphs with point sets Vi and line 
sets Xi . (We follow the definitions and notations of Harary [3].) As is 
common, we let pi = p(G,) be the number of points of Gi , and qi = q(GJ 
be the number of lines of Gi . The Zexicographicproduct GJG,] has as its 
point set k; x V, , where (ul , u&u1 , VJ is a line of G1]GB] if either U,V, 
is a line of 6, or u1 = v1 and uzziz is a line of G, . Conceptuallyly, G,[Gz] 
has / VI 1 pseudo-vertices each corresponding to a point of G1 , and each 
isomorphic to G, . If two pseudo-vertices correspond to adjacent points 
of G, ) then every point of one pseudo-vertex is adjacent to every point 
of the other. It is convenient to represent the pseudo-vertex corresponding 
to point u E G1 by u[G,]; in a similar manner, for zi E Gz ) G,[v] is iso- 
morphic to G1 . We introduce the projection mappings proji: G,[G,] -+ Gi 
by proji(ul , UJ = ui . 
The independence number ,B,, = f&(G) of a graph G is the size of the 
largest independent set of points of G. A /&-set is an independent set 
with PO points. 
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THEOREM 1. For any graphs Gl and G, , j?,,(G,[G,]) = p,,(GJ p,,(G,). 
Proof. If S, is a &-set of G1 and S, is a &set of G, , then S, x S, is an 
independent set of GJG,]; thus, P,(G,[G,]) 2 /$,(G,) &(G&. 
For u, z, E GJG,], say u = ZI if proj, u = proj, v. If S is a /$,-set of 
G,[G,], the relation = defines a partition S = S, 1 S, j *** / S, . Each Si 
is an independent set of points belonging to the same pseudo-vertex, so 
I Si I G PdG,). If we denote by ui the common first coordinate of the 
points in Si , then for any ui , ui, UiUj # G1 . Thus n < pO(G1), and so 
PdG,[Gd = I S I d A(G) P,(G). 
COROLLARY. The point covering number ol,(G,[G,]) satisfies 
dG[GI) = PING,) + P,~GJ - ~GI) a&G,). 
Proof. From Gallai’s theorem [l], o~,,(Gi[G,l) = plpz - f&(G,[G,]). 
The result then follows by simple algebraic manipulation. 
The connectivity K = K(G) of a graph G is the minimum number of 
points whose removal results in a disconnected or trivial graph. The 
line-connectivity h = h(G) of G is the minimum number of lines whose 
removal results in a disconnected or trivial graph. Unless G is complete, 
K(G) (h(G)) is the minimum number of points (lines) whose removal 
separates two nonadjacent points. 
THEOREM 2. For any graphs Gl and G, , if both are not complete, 
4XGI) = PSI . If both are complete, then K(GJG,]) = plpz - 1. 
Proof. If two nonadjacent points are in the same pseudo-vertex 
u[G,], then to separate them requires removing other points in the same 
pseudo-vertex as well as all points belonging to all pseudo-vertices v[G,] 
where uv E Gi . Thus the minimum number of points needed to separate 
two points in the same pseudo-vertex is K~ + pz deg(u), so that the 
minimum over all pseudo-vertices is Kz + 6, pz , where 6, is the minimum 
degree of G1 . To separate two nonadjacent points in different pseudo- 
vertices u[G,] and v[GJ, we must remove all points S[G,], where S is a set 
of points which separates u from v in G1 . The minimum number of points 
is thus pZ~l . since ~~ < 6,) pZ~l < K~ + &pz . Thus K(G,[G,]) = pZ~l . 
Remark. The situation with respect to the line-connectivity appears 
to be somewhat more complicated. 
Consider, first, two points in different pseudo-vertices, w1 E u[G,] and 
w2 E v[G,]. Let {UiUi} be a set of lines whose removal separates u from v 
in G1 ; if for each i, we remove all the lines between u,[G,] and v,[G,], 
we will separate W, from w2 . The minimum number of lines we would have 
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to remove in this fashion would be hI pS2. A smaller separating set of lines 
for w1 and W, could possibly be found, but only some of the hnes belong 
to various of the pseudo-vertices. To separate points belonging to dii3Ferent 
pseudo-vertices by removing lines lying within some pseudo-vertex, 
we would have to remove enough lines from that pseudo-vertex to separate 
two of its points. But then )I(G,[G,]) would be achieved by separating 
two points in the same pseudo-vertex. 
To separate points (u, Q) and (u, v,) belonging to the same pseudo- 
vertex u[G,i, we must separate them inside zi[G,] and also separate them 
in the graph GJG,] - X(u[G,]). hn the latter graph, all points of %[G2] 
are similar and have the same degree, ps degGI(tl), so to separate (u, z$ 
from (u, u2) requires the removal ofp, degcl(u) lines. In general, this will 
not be sufhcient. Tf w1 is adjacent to ZJ~ and wp is adjacent to Q, we must 
also assure that \vl and wz are separated in G,[G,] - W(la[G.J)~ Thus, if 
deg,2(v,) < deg,z(v,), we can succeed in separating (zk, vi) and (u, v.J by 
removing g, degGl(u) + 6,p,(1 + degG2 uI) lines, although fewer will 
almost always be sufficient. 
We take the point of view that a coloring of a graph 6 with n colors is 
a partition of the point set V(G) into n color classes. A set S of points 
of G is a Coke set if there is a minimal-coloring of 6, i.e., one with x(G) 
colors, such that S consists of exactly those points colored with some 
particular color. 
LEMMA 1. If xW) = n, then for any graph G, x(G 
Bp.oof. As is well known, if a graph F has chromatic number x(F) = t, 
then there is a homomorphism from F onto Kt ; also, if there Is a homo- 
morphism from F onto I&, then the chromatic number of F is at most f. 
Thus, there is a homomorphism 4: H --+to K, . Define a mapping 
4”: G[H] +-onto G[K,] by +*(u, V) = (u, #I(V)); then ig* is clearly a 
homomorphism. Thus there is a homomorphism from G[H] onto 
&(G~KJ, , $0 that x~G[ffI) < x(GKl). 
A collection (Ai) of sets couers a set S at least (exactly) n times if and 
only if every element of S is contained in at least (exactly) n of the sets Ad . 
kEMMA 2. For any graph G, x(G[K,]) < M if and only if there is a 
collection (Ai / 1 < i < M} of independent subsets of V(G) which covers 
V(G) at least n times. 
Proof. Let {C, j 1 < i < x = x(G[K,])} be a coloring of G[K’,], and 
let Ai = proj, Ci . Each Ai is an independent set. The n points of any 
pseudo-vertex u[K,] form a complete graph, and hence belong to different 
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color classes, Ci, , Ci, ,..., Ci, . Thus, u is an element of each Ai1 , and hence 
the collection (Ai 1 1 < i < x> covers V(G) at least it times. 
Conversely, suppose (Ai ] 1 < i < &IQ is a collection of independent 
sets which covers V(G) at least 71 times. By removing some elements from 
some of the Ai , and deleting any sets which become empty, we can produce 
a collection {& [ 1 < i < M’ < AI) which covers V(G) exactly iz times. 
Label the points of K, as u1 , v2 ,..., a, and define a collection 
(C, 1 1 9 i < M’) of subsets of V(G[K,]) as follows. (u, z+J E Ci if and 
only if u E A, and {A”j 1 1 \< j ,< i} covers {u} exactly k times. Since 2, 
is an independent set, if two points wj and wk of Ci are adjacent, they must 
have the same first coordinate and adjacent second coordinates: 
wj = (u, q), wk = (u, vJ. But then, by the definition of Ci , k = j, so 
that Ci is in fact and independent set. Furthermore, the Ci are pairwise 
disjoint. For, suppose that (u, v7J E C, . Then u E A”, and (& ] 1 ,( i < r} 
covers (u} exactly k times. But if also u E 2, , where s > Y, then 
(Ai j 1 < i < s> covers {u> at least k + 1 times, so that (u, uk) $J! C, . 
Finally, each point (u, vk) E G[K,] is in some C, . Since {A”j 1 1 < j E M’} 
covers (u} exactly II times, there is some r < 44’ such that u E A”, and 
(A”j [ 1 < j < r> covers {u> exactly k times; thus, (u, ok) E Cr. Therefore, 
{Ci j 1 < i < M’} defines a coloring of G[KJ, so x(G[&]) < M’ < M. 
THEOREM 3. If x(H) = ~1, then for any graph G, x(G[Hl) = x(G[K,]). 
Proof. We have already shown that x(G[K]) < x(G[K,]). Conversely, 
let (Ci [ 1 < i < x = x(G[K])) b e a coloring of G[H]. Let Ai = proj, Ci 
and Bi = proj, Ci ; then Ai is an independent set. For each u E Ai define 
BiU to be the maximal subset of B, for which {u> x B,* C Ci . Since Ci 
is an independent set, each Bi” is also independent. Moreover, for each U, 
ui Biu = V(H). Therefore, since x(H) = IZ, at least II of the Bp are 
nonempty; that is, {u> is covered by at least y1 of the Ai. Thus 
(Ai / 1 < i < x) covers V(G) at least n times so that, by the previous 
lemnw x(GUGI) < x = x(GWl). 
COROLLARY. If x(H,) = x(H,), then for any G, x(G[H,]) = x(G[H2]). 
THEOREM 4. If m > n, then ~(G[li~]) > x(G[K,J). 
Proof. Let {Ci j 1 < i < x = x(G[K,])) be a coloring of G[KJ, and 
let Ai = proj, Ci . Then {Ai 1 1 ,( i < x} is a family of independent sets 
which covers V(G) at least m times, so that {A8 1 1 9 i < x - 11 covers 
V(G) at least m - 1 times, and hence, since m - 1 > ~1, (A, 1 1 < i < x - l} 
covers V(G) at least n times. Thus, by Lemma 2, x(G[KJ) < x - 1. 
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t%ROLLARY. For any graph G, x(G[HJ) = x(G[IP,]) if and only if 
X(Hll = XWd. 
We now proceed to investigate upper and lower bounds for x(G~~~)~ 
~~:learly, x(Wfl < x(G) x@O, and there are many cases for w  
equality holds; for example, if G is complete or, as we shall see below, 
if G is bipartite. We will present a class of graphs G so& that if x(H) is 
s~~cie~t~y large, then x(G[H]) < x(G) x(H). 
LEMMA 3. For any graph G and integers m and n, x(G[Km+,]) f 
x(WGzl~ + x(GbLI~~ 
BOOS, Let (zQ), (uj), {w,> denote the point sets of K, i & , Km+n ) 
respectively. Let a!: Km -+ Km+* and p: K, -+ Km+, be the ~~a~~~~gs 
defined by E(Q) = wi and P(Q) = w,,$ . Then LX and /3 are homo- 
morphisms, and, as in the proof of Lemma I, can be extended to 
~~momor~~isrns 01*: G[K,] -+ G[K,+,] and p*: G[Kn] - G[Km+,]. 
If (Ci / 1 < i < x(G[K,])) and (0; / 1 < i < x(G[K,])) are rni~~rn~~ 
colorings, then every set in the collections 
and 
C* = {a*(Ci) 1 1 < i < x(GjKJ)) 
is independent. Furthermore, the elements of C* w  D* are pairwise 
disjoint, and their union covers G[K,+,]. Thus, C* u I?” is a coloring of 
G[K,+,] with j C* I + I D* j = x(G[KJ) + x(G[K,J) colors. 
CQROL4RY. x(GK,I) & bd’Wd. 
THEOREM 5. If G has k disjoint color sets (& j I < I’ < k) wizose 
union is independent, then for any graph H, 
Proof. Note that if x(H) < k there is nothing to prove. 
we can assume that H = K, , with V(K,) = (vl, v2 )*.a3 uJO 
consider the case n = k. 
Since the & are color sets there are k colorings (Cii 1 1 < E’ 9 k; 
1 < j < x(G)) for which CIi = Si . Define a coloring of G[K,] with the 
kx(G) sets 
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Each of the sets Dji is independent, and their union covers G[KJ so that 
this does define a coloring. However, recall that lJt=, & is an independent 
set, so that D = lJi Dli = Ui Si x {vi} is also independent. It follows that 
DU{D,ill <i,<k;2<j<x(G)} 
is a (1 + k&(G) - I))-coloring of G[K,]; i.e., 
x(GCGJ) < 1 + k&(G) - 1) = kx(G) - (k - 1). 
IfH=K,,wheren>k,wecanwriten=qk+r,whereO<r<k. 
Applying Lemma 3 and its corollary, we have 
x(G’&I) = x(W-L+,I) G qxCG&I) + x(~KYI) 
G dkx(G) - (k - 1)) + rx(G) 
= (qk + r> x(G) - dk - 1) 
= x(G3 x(H) - ~xO/kl~k - 0 
COROLLARY. If G is a (color-) critical graph which is not complete, then 
for any nontrivial connected graph H, x(G[H]) < x(G) x(H) - [x(H)/2]. 
Proof. Since G is critical, each point constitutes a color set. It follows 
that if u, and ua are not adjacent, the collection SC = (uJ satisfies the 
conditions of the theorem for k = 2, and x(H) is certainly at least 2. 
COROLLARY. If G is critical but not complete, and $x(H) > PO(G), then 
x(GWI) d x(G) x(H) - ~x@O/PdG)IGW) - 1). 
Following Hajds [2; see also 41, if x and y are critical lines of point- 
disjoint graphs G and H, respectively, then d(G, H) = d,,,(G, H) is a 
graph formed from G - x u H - y by identifying one end point of x 
with one end point of y and joining the other pair of end points with a line; 
actually the A,,, operation defines a set of graphs, and the next corollary 
will hold for any one of them. 
COROLLARY. Let x(C) = x(GJ = m 3 3, where both Gl and G, are 
nontrivial graphs each having a critical line, and let x(H) = n > 2. Then 
x(NG , GWI) < mn - b/21. 
ProoJ We first note that if G = d(G1, G,), then x(G) = m. Let the 
critical lines be x = u,u, E G1 , and y = v1v2 E G, , and suppose that G 
is formed from (G1 - x) u (6, - y) by identifying u2 and v2 to a point v 
and adding line ulvl . The argument showing that G is m-chromatic 
implies that {vl} is a color set. Next observe that if G1 - x (say) is colored 
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with m - I colors, u1 and u2 receive the same color. ltilence, the graphs 
G1 - x and G, - y can be colored with l,..., m such that uz and v2 receive 
the color 1, u1 and q receive the colors m and 2, respectively, and all other 
points are colored from 2,..., m - 1. This leads to a coloring of d(G, , G& 
in which U, and only ZJ, is colored 1. Hence, {v> is a color set. Since zil and ZI 
are independent in 8(G, , GP), the result follows from Theorem 5. 
TEEOREM 6. For any graph H, if x(G) = 1, then x(G[H]) = x(H)); i$ 
x(G) > 1, then x(G[HI) 3 x(G) + 2x(fO - 2. 
ProoJ The first part is obvious. For the second, define 6,” to be the 
graph whose point-set is the collection of all n-subsets of (I, 2,..., m], 
V(G,“) = (SC (1, 2,..., m} j n = i S 11, where two sets are adjacent if an 
only if they are disjoint. For example, GXm E K, and G,* g 3& . 
To prove the theorem, it suffices to consider the case H = & . Let 
(Ci j 1 < i < x = x(G[H])} be a coloring of G[XJ. 
then, as before, (Ai j 1 < i < x> covers V(G) exactly times. Define a 
mapping T: G + G, * by q(u) = {i / u E Ai). If u and u are adjacent in G 
they cannot belong to the same A(, as each Ai is i~de~e~de~t; thus 
T(U) n T(U) = ia Y and so y(u) is adjacent to q(u). Thus, q is a homo- 
morphism into G,*, and so it follows that m = x(G) < x(G,x)~ 
Clearly, x > n. If 2n - 1 > x >, n, then G,x is totally disconnected, 
and so x(G~“) = x(G) = 1. If x = 2~2, then the components of 6,~ are all 
copies of & , so that x(G,x) = 2. We now show that if x 3 2n then 
x(GNX) < x - 2n + 2. Having already demonstrated this for the case 
x = 2n, we proceed by induction. Let (OS / 1 < R < k) be a coloring of 
G,“. There is a natural embedding of G,x in GX,+l, and we can therefore 
consider {Di> to be a partial coloring of Gi+i. The uncolored points are 
those n-sets containing the number x + 1, which Glearly form an inde- 
pendent set i”. Thus, T u (Di j 1 < i < k) defines a coloring of G;+l, so 
that x(GX,+“) < I + x(Gnx) < (x + 1) - 2n + 2. 
ut now we have m = x(G) < x(Gnx) < x - 2n + 2, so that 
x(G[H]) = x 2 m + 2n - 2. 
COROLLARY. If G is bipartite then for any H, x(G[H]) = x( 
The graphs G,” are interesting in their own right. As noted above, 
if n = 1 then x(G,“) = m. We show that x(Gz”) = m - 2 for m > 3. 
THEOREM 7. x(G;+‘) = t for t > 1. 
Proof. Letting m = t + 2, it suffices, as noted above, to show that 
x(GSm) = m - 2 for m > 3. We know that x(G,~) < m - 2. Further- 
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more, x(Gz4) = 2 and x(G,~) < x(Gr+l) < x(Gz”) + 1. Thus if m is the 
least integer for which the result fails, then m > 4 and x(G,“) = m - 3. 
Say that a set S of points of Gzm is starlike from i if i E u for each u ES. 
Let (C, j 1 < i < m - 3) be a coloring of Gznl with the maximum possible 
number of starlike color classes. By proper relabeling, we can find an 
integer k, 1 < k < rn - 3, so that if 1 < i < k, Ci is not starlike, and if 
k < i < m - 3, Ci is starlike. Since the points of Gznz are 2-sets, it is 
easily verified that an independent set which is not starlike must have 
the form Gr, 4, @, tl, P, tH. 
If C, and Cj are starlike from ci , cj respectively, then ci # c, , for 
otherwise Ci u C, would be independent, and we could color 6,” with 
m - 4 colors. Thus, we can rearrange the C, and the integers 1,2,..., m 
so that if k < i < m - 3 then C, is starlike from i + 3. 
Let II > k, s < 12, and suppose that ( j, y1 + 3) E C, . Delete ( j, n + 3) 
from C, and add it to C, ; the coloring remains valid, but if C, had not 
been starlike it now becomes so, contradicting the maximality of the 
number of starlike color classes. Thus, C, was starlike fromj, and remains 
so. Applying this procedure as many times as possible to the starlike color 
classes, we obtain the additional property that for k < i < m - 3, 
1 Ci / = i + 2. Thus, 
m-3 
& I G I = (m - 1 > + (m - 2) + *** 4 (k + 3) 
= (m + k + 2)(m - k - 3) 
2 
. 
Also, since a color class which is not starlike has exactly three elements, 
j V(GZm)J = [(m + k + 2)(m - k - 3)/2] + 3k. But clearly, / V(Gzm)/ = 
(3. This equation, (7) = [(m + k + 2)(m - k - 3)/2] + 3k, reduces 
to the equation k2 - k + 6 = 0, which has no real solutions. Thus 
x(Gzm) = m - 2. 
A coloring of a graph G is complete if for every two colors i and j there 
is a line of G whose end points are colored i and j. The achromatic number 
Y(G) is the largest number of colors for which G has a complete coloring. 
It is easy to see that #(G[i’Yl) 2 $(G) +(H); we present a class of graphs G 
such that #(G[m) > $(G) $(H). Recall that the join G1 + Gz of two 
(point-disjoint) graphs is formed from G1 u Gz by adding all lines between 
points of G1 and points of G2 . 
THEOREM 8. If #(H> = m and G = K,-, + rC,+, , then #(G[H]) 2 
mn+m- 1. 
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Proof. Let G, be Km-, with points ug , u3 ,..‘, u, and let G2 be &fi+l 
with points u1 ) u1 ,..., v, ~ Note that G = 6, + G, has achromatic 
number n, and color G[H] completely with maz colors so that the m colors 
(i - l>m + I,..., im are assigned to the points of the pseudo-vertex uJH], 
and colors 1, I&..., m are assigned to the points of all the pseudo-vertices 
v,[N]. We proceed to recolor the pseudo-vertices vj[Hj by assigning to tb.e 
points of vj[Hj the colors j, rnn + l,..., mn + m - 1. This coloring is also 
complete, and uses mn + m - I colors. 
Noie added in proof: The authors are indebted to the referee for pointing out the 
close relationship between Theorem 6 and the Kneser conjecture [5]. In a subsequent 
paper, one of the co-authors verifies a special case of this conjecture by showing that 
x(Gamj = m - 4 for m > 6. 
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